
DIGITAL JOB
SEARCH GUIDE
FOR
INTERNATIONAL
DEGREE
STUDENTS 



Job search may seem challenging in a new country. We at Edunation are here to

help you find a job in Finland. The digital job search guide provides you knowledge

about working in 

Finland, work culture, job search process, and documents and gives you the tools

you need to succeed.  A previous intern of Edunation conducted a survey for

international talents and specialist interviews to gather real-life experiences and

advice to help you in job search!

Now that you 
have settled in Finland 
and begun your studies,
congratulations! 
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INFORMATION ON WORKING AND
LIVING IN FINLAND

Finland is known for many things, such as high-quality education, decent living standards, and work

conditions. Finland has also been recognized for sustainability, green nature, fresh air, and equality.

Finland has been ranked as the happiest country in the world four times by the United Nations

World Happiness Report in 2018-2021.

1.   Punctuality is essential in daily life in Finland.

2.   Finns trust authorities.

3.   Equality is highly stressed in Finnish society.

4.   Finns greet with handshakes in formal settings. 

5.   There are more saunas than cars in Finland.

When you study and live in Finland, you

get to experience the country's charm

yourself. There is always something to

do and experience in Finland, whether

you want to be outside or indoors.

Finland has a lot to offer its citizens.

While living in Finland and learning

about the culture, there are a few things

you should know about.

FIGURE 1. Finland in a nutshell. www.edunation.co

5 FACTS ABOUT LIVING IN FINLAND:

http://www.edunation.co/


WORK CULTURE IN FINLAND

Working in another country involves working in a different environment which is formulated from its

own culture. Work culture is different in every country, and to adapt better; it is crucial to understand

the culture you are surrounded by. Work culture in Finland differentiates between job sectors,

markets, and companies.  For instance, the work culture is significantly different when comparing

startups with big companies. Finnish work culture has been previously described to be: 

BALANCED 

FLEXIBLE

TRANSPARENT

The working conditions are worldly

known to be decent in Finland. There

are collective labor agreements,

trade unions, occupational safety and

health regulations, law-set

mandatory breaks, and minimum

salaries. In the working life, both the

employer and employee have

responsibilities that they need to

acknowledge and regulate. 

When understanding and learning the culture, you

should know that Finnish culture is highly focused on

individualism. Individuals are expected to be self-

directed, capable of working independently and

looking after themselves. Hierarchy is also generally

lower than in many other countries. Power distance

is low in Finland, meaning that the culture is more

engaging and considerate. Instead of leading, Finnish

society relies more on coaching. Equality is also

appreciated and presented in different settings. Also,

Finnish society is more feminine, meaning that less

focus is on competitiveness, success, and merits.

More emphasis is on living a pleasant life and

enjoying what you do. 

Power Distance

Individualism

Masculinity

Uncertainty Avoidance

Long Term Orientation

Indulgence

33

63

26

59

38

57

FIGURE 2. Hofstede Insights Country Comparison Tool. 
Finland (Hofstede Insights). 2021.



WHEN ASKED ABOUT FINNISH WORK CULTURE IN THE SURVEY, SOME OF THE

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS DESCRIBED FINNISH WORK CULTURE THE

FOLLOWING WAY:
 

"In Finland, people are way more approachable, and the organizational structure is not as strict
(despite the possible existing hierarchy). There's also this practical yet trustworthy atmosphere.

People are well-grounded and respectful in their exchanges".
 

"People here are very laid back about work. Work is not their whole lives. This has good sides and
bad". 

 
"The work balance ratio is, in my opinion, one of the biggest differences; Finland does a great job

providing their workers a good schedule and possibilities on choosing how to do a job (Office work)."
 

"Finland has a much better work culture than my home country, such as the flexibility of the working
hours.".

 
"Jobs come to me in my home country. But in Finland, I have to apply repeatedly. Work culture-wise, I

think Finland has priorities in work-life balance".
 



TRADE UNIONS IN
FINLAND

In Finland, you have the legal right to join a trade

union. You can research your trade union based

on your work sector, industry, or employer. It is

not mandatory but can help you in the future.

Most Finns are members of a trade union or

unemployment fund. There are approximately 80

trade unions in Finland. 

According to the most recent statistics from 2019, the average monthly salary

in Finland ranged between 2.800 and 4.082 €. The compensation is primarily

determined by various factors, including the employer's sector, occupation,

education level, job experience, and corporate field.

If you want to know more about the salary for

your job, you can familiarize with your student

association or trade union's recommendations

for minimum salary. This can help you state your

salary request in a job application and demand

appropriate compensation for your work.

SALARIES IN FINLAND

FIGURE 3. Total Earnings by employer sector 2019.
Source: Statistics Finland, Structure of Earnings.



They can negotiate with employer unions, for instance, on salaries and

other working conditions for you

Operate unemployment funds

Supports if you have problems with your employer

Help with work-related issues, such as work contract 

SOME OF THE OPERATIONS OF
TRADE UNIONS:

Safety in working life (e.g., help in negotiations, conflict situations).

Awareness and improved terms & conditions of employment

Possibility for legal advice

Better unemployment benefits

Discounts and member perks 

TOP 5 REASONS TO JOIN
TRADE UNION 

Example: 
If you work in a retail store or restaurant, you can join the private service sector trade union PAM.  

For more information, check the trade union website: https://www.liitot.fi/en/

You can contact a trade union directly or fill in an application online on the union's website. You

pay a union membership fee by joining, which is usually 1-2% of your salary. The fee is tax-

deductible.

JOINING A UNION IS EASY

https://www.liitot.fi/en/


VOLUNTEER WORK IN
FINLAND

Finnish red cross offers different volunteer positions all around Finland. 

KVT non-governmental institution that offers international voluntary projects for all cultures and

backgrounds, e.g., camps. 

In addition to work experience, different volunteering experiences are also valuable and an excellent

addition to your CV. Many organizations welcome voluntary workers in different fields. If the work

requires customer service, Finnish language is often required. You should check with organizations

whether they need English-speaking volunteers. Here are a few examples that you could consider

and contact; 



PART-TIME WORK IN
FINLAND

In Finland, employers value all work experience acquired. Especially individuals who do not have

previous work experience should acknowledge this and look for lower-level positions also. It is

important to be flexible and be open when it comes to job search. International students may first

be offered short-term jobs, which should be considered an opportunity to gain work experience and

new skills. 

Many students in Finland work part-time alongside their studies during the evenings and weekends;

approximately 55% of university students and 58% of UAS students had an employment contract in

2019. This means that more than half of students work while they study. Working alongside studies

is also a great way of gaining valuable work experience that employers appreciate. This is a great

way to experience Finnish work cultures and learn the skills needed in work life. Part-time work is

also a great way of networking and gaining references for your future resume. There are several

benefits of having work experience from lower-level jobs as well. For instance, working in a café can

demonstrate and develop your customer service skills. If you have work experience from a fast-food

chain, it can prove that you can work in a fast-paced environment.

If you want to find a part-time job, be prepared to work during the evenings and weekends. During

the week, students can study at the university from 8 AM- 4 PM and then work their evening shift. As

a student, you can work a maximum of 25 hours a week during your semester. During holidays,

there is no limit on the hours. Typically students work from 4 to 15 hours a week.

Bars
Cafés
Cleaning companies
Food couriers in companies such as Wolt and Foodora
Fast-food chains such as McDonald's, Burger King, Subway &
Hesburger
Nightclubs
Restaurants
Retail stores
Warehouse

POSSIBLE PLACES TO WORK PART-TIME

DURING STUDIES:



These workplaces are popular amongst

students because they offer flexible working

hours and a minimum salary. The salary is

usually between 8 to 12 euros per hour,

depending on the hours and job sector.

During evenings and weekends, you can get a

little bit of extra money. The reason why

students prefer these types of workplaces is

that they provide evening and weekends

shifts. They are also flexible with their

schedules. 

 

Finding a work position in your own field
can take time, but work experience is

always appreciated in Finland. You should
keep this in mind!

 



Finding a job also depends on the job sector and education. Nurses

are highly in demand in Finland, and there are currently more jobs

than workers. Job markets follow the supply and demand pattern

when it comes to labor force. If the demand for employees is higher,

it is easier to find a job. It was reported by Yle (2021) that in the

following nine years, the estimated number of nurses needed to be

recruited is 30 000. The recruitment of new nurses could help to

balance the aging population and meet the requirements of the job

sector. 

The nature of job search differs as a nurse. When you are studying,

you have several mandatory internships. Internships are even more

crucial when it comes to networking as a nursing student since there

is a higher chance that you may be offered a job. 

NURSING
STUDENTS

Disabled care

Elderly care 

Emergency duty 

Healthcare center

Home care

Pharmacy

Private healthcare companies for instance

Mehiläinen, Terveystalo and Pihlajanlinna

Rehabilitation center

University hospitals, in cities; Helsinki, Kuopio.

Turku, Oulu & Tampere 

Nurses in Finland may work in various positions in the

healthcare sector. Possible places where you can

become employed as a nurse in Finland: 

When looking for internships as a nurse, you need to use the Jobiili website. 



LABOR UNION FOR
NURSES:

Tehy: the Finnish Union of Health and Social Care Professionals

https://www.tehy.fi/fi/tehy/liitto
Finnish Nurses Association: https://www.nurses.fi

When graduating, you need to register as a nurse in Valvira. Valvira registers you

to Terhikki register once you are granted all persons granted professional

practice rights.

After this, you can apply for membership of:

Guidance on issues related to work
Help with work contracts and agreements
Unemployment benefits
Workshops and training
Legal assistance
Insurance
Activities
Discounts

TO MENTION SOME OF THE MAIN

BENEFITS, TEHY CAN OFFER YOU:

As with other labor
unions, the

membership is not
mandatory but
recommended.

https://www.tehy.fi/fi/tehy/liitto
https://www.nurses.fi/


JOB SEARCH
CHANNELS IN
FINLAND

When looking for a job, you need to familiarize yourself with the job search channels used in

Finland. Job advertisements are often published on job search websites, social media, and

companies websites.

FIGURE 4. Microsoft forms survey results. 9/2021.

The survey results show the most

popular channels used in job search by

international talents in Finland. According

to the 48 respondents, the most popular

way of searching for work is through

social media and acquaintances. Finland

is a small country, and the emphasis is

big on network and knowing people.

Other platforms and channels were also

considered helpful. When familiarizing

yourself with the job search platforms in

Finland, choose the ones that fit you the

best. However, the more channels you

utilize, the higher the chances are to land

a job. 

1. Personal effort and skills

2. Learning Finnish language

3. Building a network

4. Internships

The survey respondents also stated that they

consider the most important aspects of job search in

Finland to be the following: 



LinkedIn

Facebook

You can explore and find jobs in

Finland using the following

platforms and channels: Social

media, for instance:

TE-toimisto https://www.te-

palvelut.fi/en/jobseekers/finding-job

Universities career services

Government's job search portal:

Adecco https://www.adecco.fi/en-us/

Barona https://careers.barona.fi/en/

Careerjet https://www.careerjet.fi

Duunitori https://duunitori.fi

Finnish job search platform and recruiting media

with hundreds of communities in social media

and partner sites delivering helpful career

information and thousands

Glassdoor https://www.glassdoor.com/

Indeed https://fi.indeed.com

Jobsportal https://www.jobsportal.fi

Job teaser https://www.jobteaser.com/en

Platform utilized by several universities, such as

Hanken & LUT University. You can browse

internships, jobs after graduation, part-time

positions, and others.

Jobs Finland https://jobsfinland.fi

Jobs in Finland https://jobsinfinland.fi

Jobs in Helsinki https://www.jobsinhelsinki.com

Monster https://www.monster.fi/en

Global employment website. Helps to find a job in

your area and offers international recruitment

services

Oikotie https://tyopaikat.oikotie.fi

Job advertisements in Finnish

Rainmaker https://rainmaker.fi/rainmaker/

Platform delivering sales and customer service

positions in Finnish for job seekers. 

The Hub https://thehub.io

Find internships and startup jobs in Finland

Other job search portals:

Add career alerts to be notified when a

job that matches your preferences will

be published.

Send open applications to interesting

companies (can be sent directly to

companies' websites). The employer

may contact you if they open a

position that could fit your application.

Note that if you cannot find

suitable jobs for you at that

moment, you can do the

following:

JOB SEARCH PORTALS

https://www.te-palvelut.fi/en/jobseekers/finding-job
https://www.adecco.fi/en-us/
https://careers.barona.fi/en/
https://www.careerjet.fi/
https://duunitori.fi/
https://www.glassdoor.com/
https://fi.indeed.com/
https://www.jobsportal.fi/
https://www.jobteaser.com/en
https://jobsfinland.fi/
https://jobsinfinland.fi/
https://www.jobsinhelsinki.com/
https://www.monster.fi/en
https://tyopaikat.oikotie.fi/
https://rainmaker.fi/rainmaker/
https://thehub.io/


"Being active, flexible, quick in communication, keep on applying to many open positions
and contacting the company (HR) to checkup on the application."

"My awareness of what I want, my planning to reach my goal, and my network that helped
me more or less directly. Got fortunate, although I activated my luck."

"Consistency and desire to work." 

"Cold calling CEOs and reaching out through LinkedIn. Asking questions about the job
positions and always have tracking on the jobs I applied for and their process."

"Consistency of applying for jobs one after another."

"Applying for internships helped me when I did not have any experience." 

"Pro-activity and direct asking for opportunities from relevant sources with a clear idea
what I want to do."

"The Career Services of my University gave me a hand in finding a temporary and contract
job."

"Perseverance. You have to just keep applying and trying any way you can." 

"Networks and connections."

TESTIMONIALS FROM

INTERNATIONAL TALENTS ABOUT

WHAT HELPED THEM IN JOB

SEARCH IN FINLAND



INTERNATIONAL TALENTS
PATH TO EMPLOYMENT IN
FINLAND

The path to employment for international talents varies depending on the circumstances and the

individual. Certain stages, however, can be identified and accentuated when engaging in the job

search process. When international talents begin their job search in Finland, the process can be

segmented into several stages. 

FIGURE 5. International student's path to employment in Finland. Powerpoint. Edunation.



1

2

3

4

PATH TO
EMPLOYMENT 

Adapt to the Finnish culture
This stage includes being acquainted with the

Finnish way of life, customs, traditions, and the

work culture and surroundings. As a result, you

will be more aware of the practices and can

decrease the effects of culture shock.

Start learning Finnish 
Learning Finnish can help you in the job search process and

your daily life in Finland. Begin taking language courses and

using apps such as Duolingo to practice daily. This will improve

your chances of getting a job as an international talent in

Finland.

Network
Try participating in different courses, webinars, volunteer work, and complete other

qualifications. Universities often arrange career-related events; hence it is

recommended that you attend those. Creating a social network is critical and will

help you in the future when contacting recruiters and sending applications. Being

active and social and stepping outside of your comfort zone are all advantageous. 

Do your research
The next step is to gather information about the topics that pique your interest. You

can gather information about interesting companies, culture, employment

contracts, career manuals, and other job search-related topics. You should always

do your research before revising resumes and submitting job applications! 

Prepare and update your resume and cover letter
It is crucial that you keep your CVs and resumes always up to date. In addition, make

sure your social media profiles are updated and presentable. 
5



6

7

8

9

Apply for jobs
Apply for many positions while maintaining good

quality and personalized applications. To stay up

to date, make an excel file and keep track of the

process. Always think carefully about the content

of your job search documents and remember that

quality over quantity!

Be prepared for an interview
Following the submission of an application, the next stage may

include interviews (one-on-one or in groups), psychological

tests, or video tasks. Preparation for an interview could include

practicing presenting yourself and your qualifications, becoming

more familiar with the organization, and preparing mentally. 

Good tip: create an elevator pitch!

Follow up
Follow-ups can be calling the recruiter to request additional information about the

applied job position, sending emails thanking the interviewer, and possibly adding

value to your case as a candidate. Be creative and show your interest.

Land a job
The final stage is accepting an offer and securing a job position. The next step is to

agree on the terms and conditions and sign the work contract. 



WHAT TO DO IF YOU
DON’T LAND A JOB?

You should not be discouraged if you do not receive a job offer. In this case, you should go back to

the "Apply for jobs" stage and apply to other companies and do self-reflection. There can be many

applicants for a single position; an individual's effort and determination are very important. Since

the job search process is not always straightforward, these stages have been developed to serve as

a guideline. 

The steps may not necessarily occur sequentially; hence you may find yourself repeating phases if

you don't secure a job. It is important to remember that job searching is a skill that can be practiced

and improved. Every application and interview are a chance to develop your skills and become

better in your job search!



Personal skills and competences

Important values and topics

Self-expression 

Define your strengths and weaknesses -> how

to showcase/highlight them 

What is important to you? What things do you

value and appreciate?

What are your inspirations in life? Where do

you want to work?

To explain the basics of personal
branding, it is your own mixture of:

To help you build your personal brand,
think about these things:

Job search requires the knowledge and skills to brand yourself - meaning

marketing, highlighting your personal profile, and making yourself

memorable. If done correctly, it can support your application and showcase

your personality and capabilities. Personal branding is linked to networking.

When applying for jobs and sending applications, employers often ask for links

to your social media profiles, such as LinkedIn. Therefore, make sure that your

social media presence is considered and polished. There is plenty of personal

branding information available online and in books. Well-performed personal

branding can also help you differentiate from other candidates and make you

stand out! 

PERSONAL BRANDING

You can use social media to build your personal brand and include links to your profiles to your job

search documents, such as resume. 



JOB SEARCH DOCUMENTS IN
FINLAND

Job search documents are crucial in the job search process. The most basic documents that will be

asked when applying for any job are your resume and cover letter. 

You should have these documents as editable versions and ready to be sent when an exciting job

opportunity arises. Note that you should constantly update and personalize your CV and job

application to match the job you're applying to.

A resume is a formal job search document

to describe your qualifications for a

position. It is typically accompanied by a

personalized cover letter in which you as a

candidate express interest in a certain job

or organization and draw attention to the

most relevant details on your CV. The

document is crucial when making a first

impression. Consider it as your business

card. 

There are different CV models online. You

can find instructions and guides on how to

create a good CV. The following things are

crucial when working on your resume:

RESUME (CV)

CV is usually 1-2 pages long (1 page if you are at

the beginning of your career).

The CV format should be clear and easy to read. If

you want to stand out, there are many useful CV

templates you can find online, for instance, in

Canva.com 

When you're only starting your career, you should

list all the work experience you have acquired. If

you don't have much or any job experience, try to

think of any voluntary work, hobbies, or school

projects that might demonstrate your skills to an

employer.

Try to get at least one referee that can

recommend you for a job. It can be a previous

supervisor or a professor/teacher from your

university who can say a few good words about

you. Always ask for permission to name the

person in your CV.

A photo in a CV is not mandatory. If you want to

add a photo, it should be a formal photo,

preferably taken by a professional. You can get a

professional photographer to take a CV photo for

you. 



RESUME EXAMPLE 

FIGURE 6. Example of a resume. Free template modified in Canva. 
https://www.canva.com/templates/EAD7WSqOOgY-blue-and-black-academic-resume

 

https://www.canva.com/templates/EAD7WSqOOgY-blue-and-black-academic-resume


1. Contact details
Writing your contact information is very crucial. Employers will most likely contact you through
phone calls or emails.

2. Core competencies 
Write your strengths considering the job description and position.

3. Professional summary 
Shortly introduce yourself in a few sentences.

4. Work experience
Add relevant experience from previous workplace. If you don't have work experience, you can
add volunteer work or other merits, such as projects relevant for the position.

5. Academic profile
Add your education & university
You don't have to write down all your previous education (e.g., elementary school)—only the
most relevant academic information. 

6. Skills & abilities
Think about the main skills that would be useful in the job position based on the job description.
It’s always good to demonstrate the skills further in the cover letter. 

7. References
In Finland, employers value references. Reference person is usually one's previous supervisor.
Employers may call reference people and ask for more information about you. The role of
references is to support your case and application.

The content of your CV is more important than a visually perfect background. However clear,
visually pleasing, and easily readable CV can help to support your application and make you
stand out from the rest! Remember to personalize your job search documents. You don't need
to add all information about your life to your CV. Think about the content from the perspective
of the employer and the job requirements. 

There are plenty of free templates available online, for instance, in Canva.com. If you want to
look at paid templates, check Etsy.com.  

EXAMPLE OF
CONTENT IN RESUME:



A good cover letter, at best, can support your application. 
Make sure to put effort into both resume and cover letter because they should
complement and support each other. 
The goal of a cover letter is to explain and present your competencies for the
applied job position. Add experiences and concrete examples of yourself. 
For example: Don't just write that you consider yourself as a successful and active
student -> prove where you have succeeded and show your activity, e.g., through
certificates. 
Justifying your competencies and skills is crucial, accompanied by the ability to
brand yourself to the employer.

COVER LETTER 



FIGURE 7.  Example of a cover letter. Free template from Canva. 
https://www.canva.com/templates/EAEoLBl1m5w-blue-and-white-color-blocks-nurse-cover-letter/

COVER LETTER EXAMPLE

https://www.canva.com/templates/EAEoLBl1m5w-blue-and-white-color-blocks-nurse-cover-letter/


1.  Present yourself.
Be informative, but you can show your personality. Write your core competencies that are beneficial
for the job.

2. Explain what value you could bring to the company and how.
Showcase your strengths and core competencies related to the position. Employers often want to
know what you can bring to the company and how you fit into the company. 

3. Prove and showcase your motivation. 
Why did you apply for this position? 

4. Describe your personality and yourself as an employee.
What are you like as a person and employee? Describe yourself honestly and highlight your good
competencies. 

5. Summarize & discuss availability.
Lastly, write a few sentences to conclude your motivation and willingness to work in the position.
Make the last impression. You can also demonstrate your availability and when you would be able to
start. 

MINIMUM THINGS TO INCLUDE IN YOUR
COVER LETTER:



Read and learn the job description 
Be aware of what the company is looking for and think about your core 
skills and competencies related to the job description.

Research the company
Sometimes employers ask: "what do you know about our company?". This question is
asked to evaluate your activity and whether you have made the effort of finding out the
information. You don't need to study everything, but make sure to have an idea of the
business and be prepared to explain it.

Think about your strengths and weaknesses
Everyone has their strengths, as well as weaknesses. Think and reflect on yourself, for
instance, in your study and work environment. Where have you succeeded? Where
have you failed? Describe what you have learned from the experiences. 
The ability to do self-reflection is important and shows that you can recognize your
skills and know yourself. Nobody is perfect, and awareness is crucial.

Prepare to justify your skills and how they meet the position
requirements
Often employers ask: why should we hire you? Think about your answer carefully.  This
step is crucial since you need to convince the recruiter and argument how you would
be the right match for this job position. 

Practice stress control & be confident 
Interview situations can be stressful and intimidating. Therefore, make sure to be calm
and collected. Try to relax before the interview, sleep and eat well. Another important
thing during the interview situation is to believe in yourself. Have confidence. You have
already made it to the interview, which means they have been impressed and
considered you as the possible candidate & match for their company!

INTERVIEWS

1

There are different types of job interviews; single interviews,
group interviews, video interviews, or physical interviews. The
length of interviews varies, but most often, they are from 20
minutes to 1 hour. The amount of interviews also depends on the
recruiter; there can be several stages of interviews, including
different people from the company. 

TIPS ON HOW TO PREPARE FOR AN INTERVIEW:

2

3

4

5

TIP: Practice the interview situation with your friend or participate in an
interview workshop or simulation. 



ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE
Familiarize with the culture and job sector. Read articles, books, guides and ask people
around you. Learn how to search for a job in Finland and know the common practices.
Browse job advertisements and get to know different employers. Create a job search
strategy for yourself based on your knowledge.

REFINE YOUR JOB SEARCH DOCUMENTS
Make sure to create good resumes and cover letters.
Always have a base template that you utilize and personalize for different positions. Keep
your job search documents up to date and relevant.

NETWORK
Get to know people. Start building a network as soon as you start your studies in Finland.
Make friends with foreigners as well as local people. It is a good idea to step out of your
comfort zone. Use social media to broaden your contacts, for instance, LinkedIn.
Participate in events, workshops, and volunteer. 

BE PROACTIVE
You can browse jobs, apply for jobs, make a job alert, and send open applications. Try to
seek opportunities for yourself and make an effort.
Try to make yourself visible and appealing to possible future employers.
Find and complete internships to enter the job market, even if it's not mandatory for your
study program.

SELF REFLECT AND DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS
Acknowledge your strengths and weaknesses.
Practice personal-branding. Develop an elevator pitch. 
You can always improve and become a better version of yourself. 

LEARN FINNISH
Finnish language is not necessarily mandatory, but it gives you a huge advantage. You can
attend Finnish classes, learn from videos and download the Duolingo App. A good way of
learning the language is using it often, for instance, at a grocery store. 

GAIN EXPERIENCE
While studying, try to gain valuable experience that you can add to your resume.
Employers value experience that shows you are active and hard-working. You can work
part-time, volunteer, do internships, or work during summer. It will also develop your skills
and prepare you for a future job. 

TIPS TO SEARCH FOR A JOB IN
FINLAND

1

8

2

3

4

5

6

7



JOB SEARCH ADVICE FROM INTERNATIONAL TALENTS;

"First-time students should be encouraged to work harder in networking and building worthy
professional relationships from the beginning, besides learning the Finnish language. This is to
ensure that they are at a good starting point once they graduate or start to look for a job
during their studies."

"I want to emphasize the importance of learning the language. It's extremely difficult to find a
job that doesn't require or prefer being fluent with the Finnish language."

"Something I would tell future international student's generations is to not hesitate on
networking since day 1. Go beyond that and connect with as many acquaintances as possible
on LinkedIn and take courses that involve students from different faculties. This will create a
great base for the future when looking for an internship/possible workplace."

"Apply and apply until you get one."

"Do not give up, and one day it will be possible to enter the Finnish job market."

Be aware that employers often place higher importance on your personal qualities and
experience than your academic success in Finland.
Having appropriate job search skills is critical to success.
Networking is emphasized, and it is significant for international talents.

JOB SEARCH ADVICE FROM SPECIALISTS IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT IN FINLAND;



ARCADA:
https://arcada.jobteaser.com/en/
https://start.arcada.fi/en/news/communication/2020-11-13/arcada-job-portal-new-online-career-service-for-
students

HAMK:
hamktalents@hamk.fi
https://www.hamk.fi/career-planning/?lang=en

HANKEN:
careerservices@hanken.fi
https://www.hanken.fi/en/students/career-services

KAMK:
https://www.kamk.fi/en/Students/Student-Services/Recruitment-Services

LUT & LAB:
careerservices@lut.fi
https://lut.jobteaser.com/

METROPOLIA:
studentservices@metropolia.fi
https://metropolia.jobteaser.com/en/

SAMK:
https://www.samk.fi/en/career-and-recruitment-services/

SEAMK:
studentservices@seamk.fi
https://www.seamk.fi/en/study-with-us/working-life-orientation/

TAMK: 
careerservices.tamk@tuni.fi
https://www.tuni.fi/studentsguide/handbook/tamk?page=5030

TUAS:
career.services@turkuamk.fi
https://www.tuas.fi/en/study-tuas/studying-at-tuas/services-for-students/

CAREER COUNSELLING
SERVICES OF UNIVERSITIES
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